60 DAY EUROPEAN TRAVEL STUDY TOUR
INCLUCES
FLIGHTS
30 Days in Paris
10 Hour Course in Culture of European Today at Picture
30 Day Tour, 5 Different Itineraries, Including USSR
Organized Workshops
60 Day Course in Culture of European Today at Hotel
PARIS-FRANCE-EUROPE ASSOCIATION
FOR TRAVEL AND STUDY
30 Days in Paris
INCLUCES
EUROPEAN

WHO SAID IT FIRST?
A column of incidental intelligence
by Jockey brand

"LOVE IS BLIND." Next to the Bible, Skate-
skaters are the most厂家 of common quotes. He's responsi-
brable for this one too. See his "Handbook of Art," Act I, 
Scene 6.

"But love is blind, and love-
care temporary. The party faithful to them-
arch, cannot."

"THIRTY DAYS MATH SEPTEMBER," ETC.
No need to recite further from
this bit of drapery which has ser-
served all us as a ploy ever-
since grade school. For this
universal handy reference we re-
turned to a man named
Richard Crafts who was nice
enough to compile the dandy
way back in 1708.

"PUT IT IN YOUR PIPE"
No, Sir Walter Raleigh didn't
regale this smoker's chal-
lenge. It was R. H. Barham, in
"The Lay of St. Cuthbert":
"For this you're my word, 
and I never yet broke it.
So put that in your pipe, 
the Lord Oorrie, and smoke it."

"I love to clean, and love-
care temporary. The party faithful to them-
arch, cannot."

"THIRTY DAYS MATH SEPTEMBER," ETC.
No need to recite further from
this bit of drapery which has ser-
served all us as a ploy ever-
since grade school. For this
universal handy reference we re-
turned to a man named
Richard Crafts who was nice
enough to compile the dandy
way back in 1708.

"PUT IT IN YOUR PIPE"
No, Sir Walter Raleigh didn't
regale this smoker's chal-
lenge. It was R. H. Barham, in
"The Lay of St. Cuthbert":
"For this you're my word, 
and I never yet broke it.
So put that in your pipe, 
the Lord Oorrie, and smoke it."

Jockey T-Shirts
The most respected, creative name in underwear is Jockey brand. It stands for reason, fit, and quality. Jockey brand T-Shirts are unmatched for comfort and style. They are smooth, cool, and comfortable. Jockey T-Shirts are the most comfortable, cool, and comfortable. Jockey T-Shirts are the most comfortable, cool, and comfortable.

U.S. KEDS COURT KING
for perfect footwork and comfort
Professionally designed by and for top-flight tennis players. Featuring a flexible arch for comfort, an abrasion-resistant sole that stands up to any playing surface, and a toe cap to help prevent peeling and complete support. Fully cushioned, heel to toe. About $8.50.

US Rubber
United States Rubber
4 KEDS
The Shoe of Champions

J. CROPP, THE FABULOUS CHARMER
1 CROPP, THE FABULOUS CHARMER
Get WILDE ROOT
CREAM-OIL Charlie!